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Abstract 
In this paper we will present a prototype of a soft real-time database system 
called Data Point Processor (DPP) and how it can be used in an environmental 
monitoring system. The aim of this system is the preprocessing of data which is 
delivered by the measurement instruments. The recent development of 
environmental software systems showed that it is vital to offer a flexible tool for 
describing different problems associated with monitoring of environmental data. 
Thus we also present the object oriented Data Definition Language (DDL) which 
is used for database management and manipulation. The DPP main memory 
database can be installed in the measurement unit, the central station or both! 

1 MOTIVATION 

An important aspect in environmental monitoring systems is to extend the 
common database model (Ullman, 1988) with the knowledge of how to react to 
certain situations depending on measurement values. Therefore we at ARCS 1 

thought that there could be a better method of achieving this reactive behaviour 
than using periodic queries of a relational data base. Frequent polling stresses the 
database server so we wanted to distribute the computation to the measurement 
stations in order to keep communication as low as possible. Only under certain 
circumstances (e.g. alarming) a higher information rate should be necessary. The 
solution to this problem would be an active component which can be installed in 
the measurement unit and the central station to preprocess the data. 
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2 ACTIVE REAL-TIME DATABASES 

Before we describe the operational areas of our system we will characterise the 
main issues of active real-time databases (ARTDBMS). In databases transactions 
have to be done completely or not at all. We call this an atomic operation 
(Ullman, 1988). Normally it does not matter if it is done within 10 seconds or 1 
minute as long as the data remains consistent. For calculating trends like 
tomorrow's ozone concentration we need a sample of data and for setting actions 
in alarm situations we need a consistent view of the . system at the moment! 
Therefore a real-time computer system must meet its specification in both 
domains of value and time (Kopetz, 1990). For achieving this behaviour explicit 
timing constraints called deadlines (Ramamritham, 1991) are necessary. A real
time transaction has then to be done within this deadline (Stankovic, 1988). The 
conditions for data manipulation are defined as states and when they are entered 
prespecified actions are invoked (Ulusoy, 1992). The cause for changing states 
can be any event, i.e. a happening at a cut of the timeline which itself does not 
take any time (Kopetz, 1987). The event processing part of the system is called 
the condition monitor. The behaviour itself is described by the definition of 
(Event, Condition, Action) triplets, the ECA rules (Dayal, 1988b; Chakravarthy, 
1989; Campin, 1994). However we have to decide what to do if we are unable to 
meet the deadline. Either it is not critical and we can return in a consistent state 
without carrying out the transaction immediately, then we call this a soft deadline 
(the DPP belongs to this kind of DBMS). The request for completing the 
operation within the schedule is called a strict deadline (non-observance would 
cause a disaster). ARTDBMS are especially suitable, if the program has to react 
to different events whose order and time of occurrence is not always predictable 
(Kappel, 1995). 

3 TEMPORAL ASPECTS 

For making calculations over a period of time we need a record of values for each 
measured component. The user can specify the buffer size and if it is full the 
oldest value is dismissed. Older values can also be stored on a persistent device 
and fetched on demand. For every component we have to decide whether its 
timestamp should be generated by the DPP (the time of the value's arrival) or by 
the measuring instrument. This is important because it is hardly possible 
synchronise all the instruments and we have to be aware of the fact that 
calculations with values from different time streams may not be correct (Barta, 
1990)! What can be done if a value is needed, which (for certain reasons such as 
reads with smaller time granularity than that of the input sensor) has not been 
kept in the database? A mechanism called modulation provides several choices 
for accessing such values, e.g.: Dirac (validity information for the requested 
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value is delivered to the object), Sample & Hold (the value of the item just before 
the required one is used), Interpolation (the needed item is calculated from the 
neighbouring ones). 
Specifying deadlines is also a good method for controlling the function of 
measurement units, for instance showing an error message if an instrument does 
not deliver data within its operational interval. In other systems like ACORD-p2 
(Risak, 1990 and 1992) all values have a period of validity. If the value becomes 
invalid predefined actions are executed. In the DPP we use the trigger concept to 
achieve deadline semantics. A triggering event is defined as an event that causes 
a condition to be evaluated. We may specify a maximum time interval for 
receiving a value from a sensor. If the value arrives in time it is stored in memory 
and nothing else happens. Otherwise the object becomes active, an acquisition 
clause for the stream is evaluated and predefined actions are initiated. 

4 THE DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE 

Languages like SQL cannot always meet the needs, because the event driven data 
manipulation concept is very hard to integrate in such languages. Therefore we 
combined the data definition and the data manipulation language. The result is a 
language which is well suited for describing active DBMS behaviour (Barta 
1991). The syntax is derived from Ada and it incorporates features like generic 
definitions, clauses and calculation with validity checking. 

Example 1: Simple Counter 

object COUNTER is 
stream 
fluency = 1 sample; 
component VAL : integer; 
with VAL(n+l) := 0 for n = 0; 
with VAL(n+l) := VAL(n) + 1 for n > 0; 

triggering from start every 10 seconds; 
end COUNTER; 

The first example is a simple counter object which increases its value every ten 
seconds by one: the stream clause defines a sequence of values for the variable 
VAL in the domain of the natural numbers. Instructions on how to calculate the 
value in case of being triggered follow. The fluency command ensures that only 
the last value is kept in memory. n is the logical time of this object and is 
increased on every trigger event. Eventually we can see that in the DPP triggers 
are used to ensure that several actions are executed periodically. 
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Example 2: Changing triggers 
It is not always necessary to record every measuring value when a significant 
trend change is not expected. One example for this would be the oxygen 
concentration in a chimney of a caloric power plant. When the plant is working 
the concentration is expected to be stable, therefore it is sufficient to monitor 
coarse. However the start up and close down periods are very important. For that 
reason the sample frequency should increase during these periods. Another 
example which we set up with the DPP is a monitor for effective radioactive dose 
concentration (see figure 1). It is desirable that the dose rate is measured more 
often if a critical level is exceeded and the frequency should decrease again if the 
pSv/h concentration is below a certain value. Thank God we had to test this 
monitor only with simulated values! Here we would like to present a monitor for 
precipitation values. In the beginning the values are fetched only every 30 
minutes (trigger SELDOM). If the value is above lOmm the trigger frequency is 
increased to get values on every sensor update (trigger OFTEN). 

with PREDEFINED; 
database PRECIPITATION is 

object Precipitation Sensor is stream 
component VALUE 7 float range 0.0 .. 20.0; 
fluency = 2 samples; 
time = foreign; 

end Precipitation_Sensor; 

object Monitor is stream 
-- inherit component from Precipitation sensor 
component VALUE : Precipitation Sensor.VALUE'type; 

with VALUE (n+1) :=Precipitation Sensor.VALUE (n); 
fluency = 10 samples; -

triggering Often = at Precipitation Sensor'update; 
triggering Seldom = from start every-30 minutes; 
constant Threshold= 10.0; 
use COMP_CONDITIONS (Monitor.VALUE, Threshold); 
actions 

if PASSING UP then Monitor'trigger := Often; 
elsif PASSING DOWN then Monitor'trigger := Seldom; 
end if; 

end Monitor; 
end PRECIPITATION; 

The Precipitation_Sensor object provides the values which are needed for 
calculation. This object is triggered by an external driver process with the sensor 
data. The Monitor object gets a value from the Precipitation_ Sensor 
object every 30 minutes. If the value is above the threshold, the trigger is changed 
and values are fetched every time the Precipitation_ Sensor is triggered by 
the driver process. time = foreign in the means that the timestamp of the 
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value's generation is used for identifying the value in the database. Without this 
statement the DPP would use the timestamp of the arrival. The calculation for 
activating the first or the second trigger is done in a condition which is defined in 
a module (COMP _CONDITIONS included with PREDEFINED) like: 

generic clauses 
COMP CONDITIONS (component COMP, constant THRESHOLD) is 

condition PASSING UP = 
COMP(n-1) <THRESHOLD and THRESHOLD<= COMP(n); 

condition PASSING DOWN = 
THRESHOLD< COMP(n-1) and COMP(n) <=THRESHOLD; 

end COMP_CONDITIONS; 

SSM 1 radiation sensors 
(connected by serial lines) 

D P P front end 
, "..!.!"--"'-"==~'-----'. • • t- • ·k· ·(UNIX, file system) 
- ne wor 

(Ethernet) 

Figure 1 The test environment of the radiation measurement network. 

Included Libraries 
There exist also libraries for calculations needed in environmental networks. 
They covers for instance mean value calculations in generic clauses like the 
following: 

generic clauses Standard_HMW (object 0, component C) is 
stream 

component HMW : C'type; 
with HMW(t) :=mean (C (t-30 min, t], Cartesian, 100%); 
time = O'time; 
fluency = 10 samples; 

triggering from start every 30 minutes; 
end Standard_HMW; 

This clause calculates the mean of all values (100%) in the past 30 minutes. The 
result is calculated in Cartesian coordinates (polar is also possible by now). 

Communication 
As the DPP can be installed in the front end for preprocessing and in the central 
stations for perfonning time specific actions two communication facilities are 
provided: Data transfer may be done explicitly in a user written C function which 
is executed every time the associated object is triggered. This external function is 
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activated with the pragma command. For the output to other DPPs one would use 
pragma POSTPROCESS (object name, function name). On the other 
node the data is either fetched in a process which triggers the appropriate object 
or the PREPROCESS directive may be used. It calls a given function at triggering 
time in which the data can be retrieved. This method is useful when big amount 
of data should be replicated to another place. 
The other way would be to trigger an object in another DPP directly. This is more 
comfortable, because it extends the language semantics of our DDL and does not 
require the user to know how to achieve data transfer with X.25 or TCP/IP. 
Communication would be as easy as: 

trigger DPP AT SITE 2'MONITOR OBJECT 
with VALUE(n+l} := SENSOR_OBJECT.VALUE(n); 

Unfortunately it is only applicable for single values, like alarms and mean values. 
We are currently working on an implementation for this communication which is 
also convenient in a heterogeneous environment due to implicit data conversion. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 

The DPP has first been implemented in 1991 by the designer of the DDL (Barta, 
1991) on an Intel 8088 PC hardware. However we recognised that the real-time 
support was not sufficient. Therefore we implemented it on a DECStation 
running Digital UNIX in 1994. This version exploits the benefits of 
multithreading (Birrell, 1989) and interprocess communication. Tcl(fk was used 
to build a comfortable user interface. Currently we are going back to the Intel 
hardware and work on an implementation for Linux. It allows the use of the same 
processing software in the front end and in the back end as this operating system 
is available for a wide range of platforms like Intel, Power PC and Alpha. 

6 RELATED WORK 

Research on ARTDBMS started in the late eighties. There exist a lot of 
prototypes but only a few projects used this technology. This is mainly because 
the conventional products seem to be more stable and the developing engineers 
do not want to take any risk by applying a new, unknown technology. 
A rather new productis TriGS (Kappel 1994). This system was developed at the 
University of Vienna and the Johannes Kepler University of Linz in Austria. It is 
a trigger system, implemented on top of an object-oriented database, called 
GemStone. It uses a well tested and accepted passive database system and just 
adds the active features. Although this system has been designed for CIM it could 
be used for environmental monitoring if the designers added real-time support. 
The HiPAC (Dayal, 1988a) project was the root of all developments. It is very 
useful for studying the basic concepts, but it is too huge for many purposes. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

We showed that an active real-time database is a good alternative to conventional 
programming within environmental monitoring systems. It does not replace the 
relational or object-oriented database, but rather extends the environment for 
simplifying the realisation of active behaviour. It helps reducing the flow of data 
from the measuring instruments to the central stations and supports the 
management of different alarm prescriptions on these stations. In addition to that 
we want to state that the long used approach of polling with messages or RPC is 
no longer acceptable because the amount of data which has to be transferred is 
growing rapidly. Also upcoming technologies like CORBA do not satisfy the 
claim for active behaviour or handling of timing constraints. The DOL supports a 
variety of problem solving strategies and helps the user in defining validity 
information. The DPP is not a commercial product. It is a reference model for 
demonstrating the possibilities of active behaviour and showing the deficiencies 
of commonly used technologies in environmental monitoring systems. If the 
reader can use some of the ideas proposed in our model for his own system, this 
paper has reached its aim. 
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